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INTRODUCTION chaos in the determined systems and cognitive chaos in

In a tornado presentiment life it is disturbing fades, in all forms, at one time even suggested to enter
tries it is realized or unconsciously to take cover, evade distinction: that chaos that in our heads to call chao’s and
from unknown ways of death. The person the creator and that outside — cha’os. Complexity that the person is not
the slave of social elements believing to be the full owner simply observer, but also the participant of social
at the time of prosperity, it becomes helpless or mad in the processes and his internal spaces are included also into
times of troubles. Not a lot of persons manage to keep system along with spaces material and information. Let's
understanding of the events, to be active and reasonable discuss some approaches to understanding of crisis and
at the same time. Responsibility of decision-making management of it, considering that in a root of this
multiply increases and time for their acceptance and phenomenon the chaos lies.
implementation doesn't absolutely remain. Nevertheless, First, the fact of dialogue, supervision over system
in the turbulent worlds there are laws and rules not only can  significantly  and  isn't  removable  to influence it.
survivals, but also managements of reality, external and This well-known in the quantum theory of micro objects
internal, there are laws of creation and damping of the phenomenon is brightly shown in the social sphere
catastrophe and stability. It seems to us to its time to talk and in general in human being measuring systems. Really,
right now on these subjects. social poll distorts opinions of recipients and process of

The modern outlook and attitude, social reality, a continuous reflection in creative search destroys
including science, philosophy, politics, culture are in the coherence of thinking, blocks the intuitive channel,
deep crisis which judgment is impossible without imposes definiteness of judgment just as supervision over
understanding of ontology of difficult, paradigm models a micro particle creates its condition. In it, probably,
of spontaneous systems, without application of post- wisdom of east principle of "not act", non-interference to
nonclassical, synergetic approaches to promptly complete process without emergency also is hidden.
changing reality. These problems are characteristic for Thus,  monitoring  of crisis systems becomes
any crisis era of changes and this work being business very delicate, actually one of instruments of
development of ideas of the monograph of 2007 is management, sometimes unconscious and at times
devoted to these problems [1]. manipulative (for example, the NLP technologies). In this

“Social Chaos”: Passing and Management Scenarios: a role of mass media which carry out today the main
Chaos - the most ancient humanitarian category of management of chaotic process of formation of
mythology and philosophy which in the XIX century was information attractors. For example, the strict theoretical
added with natural-science understanding of statistical results of modeling speaking about violation of symmetry
(thermal) chaos and in the XX century — also dynamic of a choice of alternatives in points of bifurcation when in

the complexity theory. In social systems he acts at once

regard, there is a problem of adequate understanding  of
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system white noise simply moves are known; its level can compete. This strategy of an expenditure of a resource
strongly influence preferences of a choice and even to (stabilization fund) was accepted in 2008 and it was
block some possibilities of development. By analogy: effective in crisis passing, breakthroughs weren't
influencing chaotic system rhythmic, it is also possible to pertinent, now something remains and on the second
reformat behavior of the last, for example, "having sung it wave of crisis though in 1998 the unique radical default
a lullaby" or having lulled her attention, periodically scenario (pillows with money were not promised),
imitating danger. recovered the Russian economy.

Secondly, it is possible to note some main scenarios, C. The most difficult is the scenario of a mixing layer
strategy of behavior of participants of social system when which it is possible to call intermediate between two
passing by system of a crisis situation. previous scenarios. Here the predictability horizon

Scenarios of Adaptation and Crisis Passing: There are is a real opportunity and a pressing need to switch over
quite constructive forms of dialogue with the social from a survival mode in a power mode of a final choice.
chaos, allowing to avoid it or to adapt for it. Thus, on the one hand, it is necessary to save a resource

A. The System can pass crisis in a fast, power mode for a power inertial throw, with another, game strategy can
— the mobilization scenario when the horizon of correctly help to redistribute probabilities and at the time
predictability is commensurable over time stay in crisis. of the end of crisis it to appear in the pool of an attraction
Sometimes  such  situation  can  be  created  artificially: of a newborn desirable attractor. In the latter case the
use  "inertia",  quazidetermination at the expense of resource also can be necessary for system deduction
system dispersal in the direction of the necessary close still a weak attractor. Possible pricks in the
alternative, in particular, taking into account system instability points, solving a choice problem are possible
rhythms. This phenomenon is known and used perfectly also; the case role, role of the personality in the history
by kayakers when passing a narrow strip of raging water etc. is so shown. Exactly it is so possible to affect process
on thresholds. of generation of socially significant, valuable information.

Something similar was offered by G. Yavlinsky in the Exchange technologies of D. Soros — a striking example
500 days program at the time of reorganization, however of such strategy. These strategy are standard in
the project was doomed to a failure as organizational, technologies of the electoral companies, for timely
personnel and material forces and resources for its cumulative promotion of the candidate. These are strategy
carrying out and "system dispersal" in the country of revolutionary practice, military art-timeliness and a
weren't, everyone pulled to his part, the consolidating measure in efforts of capture of key positions. Life of
ideology died. great politicians and commanders is full of similar

B. It is also possible and slow passing, the survival examples "today early, tomorrow late-we act at night",
scenario when the predictability horizon is much less than these examples are more exact and remain in the history as
time of stay in a crisis zone. There is a description in an axiomatic way of management unstable system.
language of probabilities of possible future alternatives, D. In the developed chaos there is a strategy of
however crisis can be operated now by means of small special passive search of a meeting in which properties of
systematic efforts, changing the synergetic environment hashing in the chaotic environment are used. The
at the expense of gradual change of rules of the game, following is supposed. Starting from any condition we,
game strategy, styles (a motion in ideology, education, eventually, will get in any other, we will meet again all
public  opinion,  surplus  or a lack of information etc.). participants of events. From here and century statements
Each game strategy will give the relative probability of of wise men: "everything will return into place", "stay at
post-crisis alternatives which usually at a look from crisis home and they will carry by a corpse of your enemy",
aren't clear, attractors aren't shown yet, weren't created. "and it will pass" etc.
For example, super efforts of the previous case A are The science is capable to estimate time of return or
premature and harmful, it is senseless expenditure of a probability of a meeting. The chaos provides energy of
resource. Therefore everyone should choose optimum, hashing and the problem of search is similar to a task of
long-term strategy of a survival, being guided by reasons the hunter in an ambush — not to pass the moment. Let's
of maintenance of a resource and realization of the remember how it is necessary to catch mol: in the chaotic
minimum set of the purposes and values, which has movement it will appear sooner or later between palms and
everyone. Exactly so subjects of the spontaneous market it isn't necessary to run behind it, it is inefficient. Here the

gradually comes nearer by the time of life in crisis. There
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patience and attention, instead of excessive activity is external circumstances, for example war, the natural
more important. The similar way "a trap on a situation" is disaster, the provoked panic and at the expense of
perfectly stated in N. Taleb's book "Black swan" and is increase in scale of the essential forecast of subjects,
long-term strategy of success in chaotic environments of emergence of inaccessible long-term goals, exactly so
the financial markets when you put on improbable events, there is an ideological war, so form protest energy in color
whether it be crisis, or a super innovation. . It is possible revolutions. In both cases we have a stress of
to tell that the belief and persistence, eventually are unattainability desirable, as insuperable ways of its
always rewarded at the correct strategy. Such is strategy achievement. Now it is easy to send energy of a stress to
of the reasonable power: possessing bigger information, the necessary course, to untie the conflict, to create
to  the  big horizons of the forecast, it can spy upon threat, to lift on conquest, protection etc., using energy it
degree of social turbulence and sometimes goes to a is destructive or creative. Today deduction of an unstable
passive, allowing to be shown by all players and financial system of the USA happens in big degree at the
tendencies, reserving the last word, selecting compromise expense of the local conflicts, giving the chance to dump
arguments and decisions. energy of the collected stresses of expectation and to

Perception and Management of Chaos: As we already Moloch  of  a military vehicle and post-war restoration.
noted, the social chaos should be characterized not only The palette of technologies of color revolutions is
objective properties of system, existence of the horizon of brightly shown in North Africa and in the Middle East
predictability (the maximum possible time of rather exact where the zone of permanent chaos is created and as an
prediction of behavior of system), but also, following the expendable material liberally adjusted youth, or victims of
principle of observability, its subjective components- warmed ethnic and religious collisions serves.
perception of chaos the observer. The third situation arises in the approximate

Therefore it is natural to enter as well a subjective coincidence of the horizon of predictability and
factor - the horizon of the essential forecast, i.e. time sustenance forecast, this frontier of chaos and order.
during which it is necessary or it is desirable to know Here, too, there is a kind of boundary layer, with the
behavior of system rather in detail. This parameter, subject of this strategy to adapt to the environment and
obviously, is closely connected with priorities in valuable to effectively regulate their desires and possibilities
spaces of the subject. It is in that case natural to offered by the system. This is the art of being creative
distinguish three situations, three modes of perception of success, holding himself at the edge of order and chaos,
chaos. this is the boundary attracts artists and passionaries, but

The first situation when the predictability horizon not everyone is able to balance it.
more horizon of the essential forecast it is connected with What to do? We have seen that the social chaos - the
order illusion, actually is a pseudo-order. For example, category of really ambivalent, depending on the
small children or asocial people don't try to glance in the properties of the system and the goals and values of the
future, live for today and are quite happy. It is possible to actors. Therefore, management of social chaos with
pass to a pseudo-order, having depreciated essential chaos, which a lot of talk lately politicians in connection
long-term goals of the person. For this purpose it isn't with a string of orange revolutions, civil wars and
obligatory to become vagabond , it is enough to create smoldering creeping terrorism, the easiest way to carry
replacing parallel, virtual world of the future (as at the out a valuable space that in our postmodern world are
eremite, the philosopher, the gamer etc.). It is much more becoming less inertia, compared with properties of the
difficult to create a pseudo-order without loss of values, external, material world. Today provocative
superefforts on stabilization of external reality are for this misinformation and black PR easily create new loci of
purpose necessary. chaos and quenched old. They devalue the usual values

The second situation is opposite to the first, now the and authority, hyping new, create panic and image of the
predictability horizon is less than horizon of the essential enemy. All this testifies to the almost unlimited power of
forecast, it is the chaos world. In this situation we have information technology management of social chaos.
bright experience of chaos and unpredictability of the We can say that these technologies have always
world, the chaos rushes into our life, the frustration of been, at all times and it's true, just today it is fashionable
mentality and crash of plans is possible. It is possible to to call the situation manageable chaos. Always the policy
get to this situation, making chaos of system as due to of "catch fish in troubled waters", "pull the chestnuts out

burn financial bubbles nothing provided dollars in
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of the fire by proxy". But never had such a powerful and at the same time can achieve significant synergistic
scientific evidence and technology use manipulation, results in the formulation of a coherent overall vision of
Western society has never "conducted" on the authority the future.
of the media. The era of network media and Internet In addition, cognitive entities are formed and
communities can activate values and symbolic implemented in different contexts, have individual
landscapes, to organize protests in a matter of days, as knowledge, preferences, beliefs, ideals, it could mean that,
the revolutionaries of the twentieth century could only first, each subject can be an agent of a cognitive practices
dream of. (ordinary and scientific, religious and philosophical, etc.)

The phenomenon of the "Arab Spring" is stunning, and, secondly, cognitive practices can coexist within the
but also alarming - there special services and media same socio-cultural situation, competing, intersecting,
professionals use technology of controlled chaos. Resist filling the gaps each other. Thanks to the public
the manipulation of the information society can be not discussion of options for the future social and
only in the sphere of rationality, which is almost helpless technological might form an image of the society of the
in the condition of misinformation reflective media war - a future, to identify emerging opportunities and challenges
lot of the intellectual elite. Can withstand in a higher, that society will face, to determine the most promising
spiritual nature of man, which is always in troubled times, scientific research, to place values, ethical and political
it is massively in demand. priorities, organize interdisciplinary coordination.

In my opinion, this will happen with the radical However, the technology foresight implies a
change in the strategy of mass education in the world, the departure from the narrowly expands the horizon of
main aim of which should be no private knowledge and prediction and search options for the future through the
the amount of technology, but the development of basic inclusion of a variety of socio-cultural prognostic
thinking skills and creativity, spiritual and cultural practices [4]. The problem is in the knowledge of the
development of the individual. People who have received future is the construction of forecasts found moments
such education can not be manipulated. busy finding and understanding the personal significance

Problems of Forsyth and Synergistic Management intuitive cognition, philosophical or scientific forecasting
Strategy: Synergetic in the management and forecasting projects.
of the future is a great heuristic potential, not only On the other hand, if it is a conscious effort of actors
provides a new language for reading the known positions in the transfer of subjective experience, affective and
and terms, but also an evolutionary management often obscure, that intuitions must be expressed in
methodology  taking  into  account  the phenomena of accordance with the rules of a particular discursive field.
self-organization in self-developing systems [2]. The most Thus, intuitive and discursive moments in forecasting
common method used in the European Union, Russia, the practices continuously penetrate into each other,
U.S., Japan and others, is a technology foresight. constructing additions and actualizing the internal

Drawing on the experience we call Forsythe unity of resources and overcome their own limitations.
three components: 1) prognostication, prediction, This interaction reflects the natural processes of
prediction of the future and 2) management practices, thinking, characterized by interweaving intuitive and
controls the future and 3) social engineering, construction logical approach to the recognition and use of information
of the future [3]. A wide range of problems that can be (D.S. Chernavskiy, N.M. Chernavskaya etc. [5]). The
solved with the implementation of this method involves a authors argue that intuitive thinking is the basis of logic,
detailed review of the literature, "brainstorming", the work because in many cases, the search for a solution to a
of the expert groups, the Delphi technique, the problem, such as diagnosis in medicine, to make
determination of global trends, SWOT-analysis, situation judgments on the basis of associations, analogies,
analysis and extrapolation, scripting and other precedents accumulated over the life of the individual.
technologies. But the real difficulty lies in the possibility of

Using foresight significantly intensified interaction of adequate transmission of one's subjective experience of
participants interested in anticipation of the future: another person. Therefore, "in the processing of
government agencies, academia, business and the public. information is built following chain: intuitive (in the
Modern design foresight considering different versions internal language) solution of specialist ? verbal
of the future, reflecting the private interests of the parties description ? searching of methods for constructing

of information about the future, features characteristic of
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decision rules and their formalization in the internal rationality  (U.   Habermas,   V.N.   Porus)  metarational
language of the algorithm ... ? formalized representation of (V.S. Shvyrev) suggests only a statement on the
the decision rule in terms of generally accepted in this heterogeneity of cognitive approaches, but also has the
group of professionals" [6]. Logical thinking is built on potential of design and design to create a kind of
the basis of a clear and well-known algorithm to solve the integrative model the human ability to anticipating the
rule. Thus, it appears that holistic thinking is an future in general [8].
integration process where intuition and logic alternate Technology of foresight brings together actors from
complement each other. various predictors of cognitive practices and achieve a

Currently,  epistemology  and philosophy of science comprehensive understanding of the future, taking into
refuse to recognize the universality and uniformity as to account the strict and scientific methods of anticipating
the content and methodological pluralism in knowledge. the future and personality are not always conscious
The idea of ??a multiplicity of ideas and knowledge choices and "futurofobiys." I note specifically that I use
relating to the same object, a cross-cutting, not only for the term "predictive practices" and not, for example,
the actual philosophy of postpositivism, but for "forward-looking vision" or "predictive theory" to
hermeneutics, structuralism, "sociology of knowledge", emphasize their rootedness in the living experience of the
etc. Changing the concrete manifestations of rationality in culture, part-objectives anticipation and awareness of the
the literature as associated with multi-dimensional, multi- subject, the dependence of the personality characteristics
level awareness of the phenomenon and the symbolic, not of the agent, incompleteness , process, focus on the
obvious comprehension of the nature of reality, with the desire to "help carry out" ( E. Giddens) needs of the future
dynamism of life, on the basis of which it is possible and to control this future.
ontological engineering, the nonlinearity of thinking style,  We shall now illustrate the methodological principles
with the rejection of certainty in the thorough way, with of synergy in the process of management of the future, or
the relative separation of intuitive and discursive. more specifically, the various strategies Scenarios, base

The formation of standards postnonclassical science future management scenarios.
and cognitive development of a new phenomenology
associated with the ongoing reinterpretation of the Crisis-Free  Scenario:  the  Evolution of the Status Quo:
concept of rationality, which is gradually replacing in In this scenario, these synergistic principles of "Being" -
cognitological concept of scientific studies, known to homeostasis and hierarchy and tracked, formed their
dictate the specific criteria of truth and rejecting any unconditional compliance. This means prevent entry
results that do not meet these canons. border homeostasis system and the destruction of a

 Overcoming the limited form of "closed" rationality vertical hierarchy, respect for the principle of subsidiary
tends not to abandon the rationalization of experience as (the long-lived processes subordinate short-lived) and
a scientific and epistemological procedures and the ability circular causality.
to *go beyond the fixed-finished raw cognitive coordinate Immediately, we emphasize that the crisis-free
system, beyond rigid structures, given the limited original scenario is not always possible, but sometimes it amazes
meanings, abstractions, assumptions, conceptual marketability. For example, smoothly varying pressures
guidelines etc. in this case, the required torque "open" and temperatures, to convert water to steam without water
rationality, which distinguishes it from the "closed", is the boiling and upgrading Socialist China occurred without
installation of a critical reflective analysis of the disintegration occurring in such case, USSR. For each
presuppositions of conceptual systems, forming the basis state, you can specify the area of crisis-free attainable
of the position of her cognitive, defining it "paradigm." future. Consider the details said.
"Open" rationality thus involves permanent cognitive
development of human capabilities, the horizons of his Cross-border Scenario: Deregulation: This scenario
understanding of reality+ [7]. dismantling of homeostasis, the destruction of the status

 Accordingly, knowledge of the future, built on the quo situation. Here the need to claim the whole generate
concept of "open" rationality will be a mutually enriching synergetic principles (non-linearity is not closed,
process of dialogic communication between instability) in its first phase of deconstruction. This is the
representatives of different prognostic traditions, initial phase of all revolutions, upgrades, target of the
something crossing, something pushing the frame to each protest movements, times of unrest and color revolutions
other. Moreover, such a dialogic "communicative" since the Soviet Union was broke up, etc.
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Bifurcation Scenario - a Revolution: In this scenario, the mechanisms of society. In this way, it seems to us rhythm
demand for all of the previous principles of synergy, cascade description methods of social history is very
which are synthesized in a complex dynamic principle of promising.
hierarchy. And non-crisis scenario is realized in the initial
and final stages of the process, but with qualitatively Catastrophe Theory and Social Unrest: Well-known
different attractors order parameters. The script sets the model of "unrest in prisons," given in the classic work
deregulation only the first of three phases of the crisis, Poston and Stewart [9], where with the help of the theory
the bifurcation of the second phase-chaotic. This scenario of catastrophes investigate the dynamics of breaches of
is the most detailed way to describe local crisis of social the French prisons. Using factor analysis, the authors
transformation. According to H. Haken, the principle of identified two main factors influencing the riots: the
subordination of self in a situation of "Becoming" is tension (the feeling of frustration and despair, distress),
inverted compared to the situation with the phrase dissociation (mutual exclusion, lack of communication,
"Being." The order parameter is no longer the slowest, splitting into two camps). The authors believe that the
but,  on  the  contrary,  the  most unstable, the fastest. dynamics of the system corresponds to the model
Any process of democratic voting or elections - an catastrophe "assembly." It can be seen that at low values
imitation of that principle. The instability of the system at ??of dissociation system tends to a stable position of
the time of the selection of alternatives, the result of moderate excitement, but with a high level of disunity it
exposure to select any external influences explains the changes its position jump from the lower to the upper
phenomenon of the role of the individual or a small party sheet and vice versa. The analysis showed that an
in the crucial moments of history. increase in tension increases the probability of unrest and

 Really is a five-step bifurcation scenario: non-crisis increasing fragmentation due to the nature of the
-deregulation - chaos - self-organization - non-crisis. disturbances they become more sudden and violent.
Stages of the Revolution of 1917: Monarchy - February of We now apply the method of analogy, an
1917 - dual power - October of 1917 - red dictatorship is architectural model for the transfer of the society as a
well illustrated by stages proposed. Or again, the Soviet whole. Consider the following model of the relationship of
Union - restructuring - August of 1991 - dual power three socio-psychological factors: social atomization
"parliamentary president" - October of 1993 - a liberal (dissociation of people), dissatisfaction with life
dictatorship (paradoxically sounds). Today, we can go circumstances  (intensity),  the  power  of  social protest.
through another coup for such a scenario. It is proposed the following model of a social catastrophe

Scenario of Bifurcation Tree of Alternatives: This is a protest is a function of the response from the other two
global integrated scenario-designer, the elements of which characteristics - the atomization and discontent.
are previous local development scenarios. In fact, it's a
road map for the general landscape of the virtual reality of I. In the first scenario, clearly manifested by the increase
the future. This scenario should be long-term (tens of
years) and that it should be considered in strategic
planning and management of the future. The crucial
principle of synergy here is the principle of observation,
the principle of self-evolving understanding of the
complex reality. We emphasize that the principle of
observation in conjunction with six other principles of
synergy allows to close the hermeneutic circle of
understanding the complex reality and to put further
questions correctly understanding, prediction and
management of the future. In general, the global laws of
history have not been opened, synergy along with
cyclistics and organismic approach is just beginning to
build paradigmatic models. The key issue is to address the
social genome, culture genome codes. memory

topology of the "assembly", in which the strength of the

in "fragility" catastrophic social life, i.e. poorly predictable
sudden explosion of protest of social energy that occurs
with increasing discontent in high atomization of society.
The higher atomization, the higher should be the level of
discontent for the implementation of a social explosion,
the greater the scale of the explosion. Prior to the disaster
zone atomized society is insensitive in its manifestations
to the level of dissatisfaction of people and it "puts"
power, making the fact of unexpected disaster.

In addition, the atomization of society can be
attractive for the government because of the possibility of
creating the illusion of prosperity, "the government is
afraid of the people", the "divide and rule". Reducing the
atomization at high levels of dissatisfaction, we have also
come to a social explosion, but a smaller force than in the
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